FONTE TRAVEL
Fonte Travel Agency is a Destiny
Management Company (DMC)
specialized in the Triangle | The
Azores, a cluster of three islands:
Fayal, Pico and São Jorge. As well as
Flores and Corvo, “The
Westernmost European Islands”.
We are certified to sell all over the
world.
We have created specialized island
virtual platforms which offers a wide
range of accommodation facilities,
leisure activities, restaurants and
rent-a-car services provided by a
diversity of hosts to suit your
wishes.
From our websites you can do your
own bookings. However, if you want
our help, just send us an e-mail with
your preferred dates, lodging,
activities, rent-a-car, services and
we will advise you.
We will make your stay wonderful
and unforgettable, finding you the
best prices and most exciting offers.
We are a genuine Azorean company
with names and faces you can find
easily.

CONTACTOS
Rua Capitão-Mor Garcia Madruga
Gonçalves
292 679 505
info@fontetravel.com

WRITE IN PICO
Breath our fresh air, reflect, rest,
relax, and inspire yourself and write.
Aldeia da Fonte, on Pico Island, the
Azores, is the perfect place to be
creative.
The atmosphere is warm and
peaceful, the setting is idyllic: six
volcanic stone houses (recently
renovated) with central heating,
carefully decorated for your comfort.
Free High-Speed Internet and a fine
dinning restaurant. Outside, splendid
gardens and black rock bays with
crushing waves. The soundscape is
filled by tunes of ocean and birds .
There are no traffic jams, no stressful
schedules, no noise.

Our rainy and humid weather carries
the mystique of the tropics, but also
the pleasantness of mild and steady
temperatures all year around. Pico
Mountain, in the background
emanates volcanic magnetism, an
omnipresent energy, steady and
beautiful.
You can walk by the sea trail to the
atlantic swimming pool, which
overlook the ocean and the small
fishing vilage Lajes do Pico in the
background. Depending on the
season you can also go whale and
dolphin watching. You can still enjoy
our sea lounge or go down to our cliff
platforms and dive in the sea.

PICO EMOTIONS
"Pico is the most beautiful, the most
extraordinary island in the Azores,
with a beauty that only it belongs to
it, with a wonderful color and a
strange power of attraction, is more
than an island. - Is a statue to the sky
and shaped by the fire. "
R. Brandão, The Unknown Island

WEEKEND IN PICO
The air of the island of Pico is wonderful,
fine and graceful. It rains and dries right
away. This beautiful rock absorves the
humidity as a sponge. The ocean is
ongoing and the sky just as well, with a
cotton like look, and the clouds are half
asleep, in tones of grey. I look at the
ocean, snail crawling and white pieces
shine within.
R.Brandão, The Unknown Islands

ATLANTIC SECRET
"Faial lives on memories and myths.
Specially Horta. More than just a city,
Horta is a feeling. Perhaps of love.
Maybe even of passion. Certainly of
affection. Slopping toward the sea, and
an oasis of rest and relaxation in the
middle of the Atlantic, Horta forms a
natural amphitheater with its heart
titling toward aesthetic contemplation
of local people."
Vítor R. Dores, 2015

FAJÃS
EXPERIENCE
Candidates to the UNESCO World
Biosphere Network, in 2015, Sao Jorge
Island Fajas are amazing places where
time passes slowly, Nature plays out and
silence meets the sea. The spectacular
morphology of fajas opens you to unique
experiences such as surfing the Caldeira
de Santo Cristo, the Canyoning in the
waterfalls and streams, dozens of hiking
trails or, simply, inaccessibility and
isolation.

FAJÃS AND
MOUNTAIN DUET
Hike in the Triangle Islands, hike in the
splendid and repeatedly awarded
azorean Nature, hike in the Landscape
of Vineyard Culture (UNESCO World
Heritage), hike to isolated Fajãs, hike.
From vineyards to extraordinary
vegetation and ocean landscapes, from
lagoons to lava tunnels, boilers and
volcanic cones, from handicraft and the
fajãs coffee to the authentic Azorean
local culture.

MAGIC TRIANGLE
What magic have a volcano, a mountain
and numerous fajas? What magic have
three islands in the middle of the
Atlantic? Why from a group of nine,
these three and only these three? Are
they special in some way? One
horizontal, one vertical, the other port
of legends and stories.

TRIANGLE GOLD
Dormant volcanoes, whales and
dolphins, unique trails that seem to be
walked for the first time, World
Heritage vineyards of czars wine, fajãs
of canyoning and other extreme sports,
sea and underwater banks with mantas,
sharks and all the fish, fishing boats,
fresh fish grilled, beef that melts and
silence, deep silence, peace, serenity.

HIKING TRIANGLE
Nature, green, blue and water, all the
water on all forms. 3 islands in the
Atlantic, an airplane ticket. Several boat
ticket, cheap, short and comfortable
travels, with extraordinary panoramic
sights. 3 atlantic islands.

ATLANTIC NATURE
WONDERS
"Flores and Corvo stand in front of each
other, separated by a fifteen-mile
watercourse. The high cliffs scattered
villages, Monte, Fazenda, Cedros, Ponta
Ruiva, between the rounded hills and the
moors of the hydrangeas dividing the
fields.
The coast is approaching with
protrusions and blackness, and the
tender green of the herbs increasingly
tender, standing out from the thick mass,
where the increasingly dark peaks
emerge.

Sunshine falls from heavy clouds,
dissolves in dust on the first piano, while
the other remains smoldering. Heavier is
the mass of the mountains, the clipping
of the cliffs; only the water of a bright
green shudder at my feet. "
(Unknown Islands, Raúl Brandão)

GREEN
EXPLOSION
"Always misty and cool, wet, like that
voluptuous hill in the background, it is a
landscape, hidden and revealing, a
feminine landscape at the moment when
it is undressed with modesty. The rain is
light, the wet mists are nothing more
than dew and when it falls (falls many
times), it is in spurts that come from
above a whiteness, on the muffled heat."
(Unknown Islands, Raúl Brandão)

